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Image: DC Films/RatPac Entertainment/Atlas Entertainment/Cruel and Unusual Movies/Warner Bros. Pictures Do you know that Marvel Comics claims to have a library of more than 8,000 different characters ranging from big guns like Spider-Man to strange as Still-Man in utterly baffling Throg, the frog
that owns the Torah's Hammer Mjolnir? DC Comics has several thousand as well, which even includes Warner Bros characters like Elmer Fudd and Tasmanian Devil, who have switched from Batman and Wonder Woman in the past. And if you want to factor in books published by smaller publishers like
Image Comics, Dark Horse Comics, Valiant Comics, IDW, Boom, Aftershock and any other indie, we can probably get over 100,000 characters in total. It's just a hell of a lot of comic book characters. Even if you go only those that appeared in the movie, you look at everything from Aquaman to Hellboy to
Supergirl to Wonder Woman. With so many heroes and villains to try to keep straight, you'll be forgiven if you missed a few, forgot a few others and just couldn't remember which side everyone was fighting on. But now is your chance to show off your superhero and supervillain knowledge chops by taking
quizzes and figuring out who's who on either side of the hero and villain split. PERSONALITY Disney is here! Can we guess which show excites you the most? 5 minute quiz 5 min PERSONALITY Which Marvel Guy would you bring? 5 minute quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can you spot the Disney Channel Show
from the screenshot? 7 min trivia 7 Min TRIVIA Who Sang: Boyz II Men or Mytli Crew? 6 min trivia quiz Can you name these Doctor Who villains from one screenshot? 7 minute quiz 7 min TRIVIA Can you identify these celebrities if we make them look like babies? 7 min quiz 7 min TRIVIA If you
recognize more than 35 of these iconic celebrities, you're probably a baby boomer 7 minute quiz 7 min TRIVIA Harry Potter and the Sorcerer Stone - the movie vs. book quiz 7 minutes quiz 7 min personality Are you more of Hermione's book or the film Hermione? 6 min quiz 6 min PERSONALITY Choose
The Avengers lineup and we'll guess if you're a superhero or a supervillain 5 minute quiz 5 min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers a reliable, easy-
to-understand explanation of how the world works. From hilarious quizzes that bring joy to your day to compelling photos and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, sometimes we ask you, but we always explore in the name of
pleasure! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Play Free! Every week we send questions and personality tests to your inbox. Clicking on the Sign button, you agree to agree privacy and confirmation that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, System1 Company
recently, I had the privilege of sitting with five licensed practical nurses (LPNs) from the VA Sierra Nevada Health System at a quiet private airport in Reno, Nevada. We waited for their plane, courtesy of the U.S. Air Force, to arrive and whisk these heroes away to New Jersey. They were on their way to
helping tired practitioners battling the pandemic. These LPNs volunteered to travel to New Jersey to help medical staff in nursing homes where staff were stretched to a tipping point caring for their high-risk seniors. As I sat with them, I realized that I had an honest admiration not only for these five people,
but for my entire VA health team. Nurses on their way to help in New Jersey. None of them expressed regret over their decision to volunteer. Everyone will work nonstop, 12-hour shifts (maybe longer) with complete strangers caring for the elderly on the East Coast. They spoke with compassion and used
phrases such as: This is what I was born to do. We need nurses now more than ever One even stated that she has no family here in Nevada, and if asked to extend her short tour to New Jersey, she would gladly be. She said she hoped she would inspire someone to consider a career in health care. We
need more nurses, she said, now more than ever. A small Air Force C-21 aircraft arrived and three young crew members descended on the tarmac. Through the waiting room window, six of us made comments about the appearance of the crew in their military issued olive green flight suits. We started
making Top Gun links. This one looks like a Maverick,' said one. If there's a goose, we're pissed! Said another. We all burst into laughter, which increased even more as three young servicemen entered the airport with a view of bewilderment at our good humour. Their faces quickly turned into comforting
smiles. They understood that this moment was necessary. God Speed and Safe Travel Pilot assured everyone that once the plane is refueled, loaded, and pre-flight checks done, they will be on their way. The flight crew kindly humor me with pictures of them with our nurses and the plane. I helped with
loading LPN luggage on the jet and offering everyone a safe journey. I stayed at a small airport to watch through the window until the wheels were off the ground. God is speed and safe travel, I said aloud. I heard Amen from behind me and turned to see the baggage handler came to look as well. The
nurse who claimed she didn't have a family here in Nevada, I'm asking you to disagree. You have a VA Together we are strong and together we are a family. Whitecloud is a Navy veteran and public relations officer with the VA. Nevada health care system. Eva-Katalin/Getty Images comics are filled with
characters, and the most dynamic are the heroes of history. If you pay attention to the lines and coloring, you will notice that these are fairly simple drawings. With a little help and a few tricks, you can learn how to draw your comic book hero. This lesson will show you how comic book artists approach the
character. It starts with the main frame, continues with outlines of detail, and then finishes it with a great superhero costume in bold color. Once you know the basics, you can develop your character and work on drawing it in different action positions. Character development is the first step to creating a
comic book or book, and the process is a lot of fun. Illustration: Sean Encarnacion. About.com, 2017 The first step in drawing your comic book hero is to create a simplified skeleton. It is the basic structure that sets out its body and shape. It also determines what position it will be in, including arms, legs,
torso and head. In this case, our hero is in forward lunge-almost in the middle of the jump- with his hands to show these powerful muscles. The skeleton also ensures that you get the character's shape in proportion. The goal is to create a simple, clear base on which you will build your comic book hero.
Don't get distracted by too many details, focus on the main forms at the moment. Start drawing with a pencil so you can erase these guidelines later. Use simple shapes such as circles and geometric contours for each of the main parts of the body. Pair them with simple, solitary lines for hands, legs and
spine. It's also a good idea to add centering lines on his face. This cross of two lines - one vertical and one horizontal - will help you symmetrically place its facial features and determine which direction it looks. Illustration: Sean Encarnacion. About.com, 2017 It's time to present your comic book hero.
These lines will appear in the finished picture, so keep them smooth and smooth. This figure is based on real human anatomy, but it is a little exaggerated for dramatic effect. After all, the comic book hero has to look super strong! Wrong time and do one section at a time, following an example. Notice
how dark lines are used for the main contour of the body and fine lines are used to determine the details. You may find it easier to draw his torso and then work up to the neck and down each limb. This gives you an excellent foundation for development. First, focus on the outer outline and come back later
to fill in the details. Some people prefer to work on the face last while others like to do it right away. Either way, it's the key to giving your hero a personality, so it's not that time for his And your mouth. Draw each muscle line with one movement of liquid. Use lighter pressure at the beginning and end of
each line to give them more attention and As you work, erase unnecessary skeletal lines. If you are going to trace your character on another piece of paper, it is normal to leave them. Tracking can be done in ink, and the lines must also be beautiful and clean. Illustration: Sean Encarnacion. About.com,
2017 Now it's time to finish the outfit and add a little color. If you use colored pencils, keep them sharp and shade patiently for a beautiful, smooth finish. This hero is African American, so his skin has a deep brown color. Like many comic book characters, its form has bold colors with great contrast. The
pastels don't depict the power we're going for, so choose colors that have some power behind them. Once you are done, try to draw the same character in a different action pose. The best comic book artists can duplicate their characters in different scenes, so give it a try with this guy. Go to content Go to
footman SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Yankee and friends swing in live action. When a baseball movie about a decade-old Yankee (Austin) testing his ingenuity is called Hero Everyone, it's pretty unlikely that a pint-sized Papelbon is up front of us. But while the suspense is lacking in this innocuous animated
film-Christopher Reeve's final project before his 2004 death- it compensates him with an appealing cast of characters, most notably a scene-stealing talking ball named Screwie (Rainer). The villain of the film is a clumsy-be-a-be Chicago Cubs pitcher who swipes Darlene, Babe Ruth's lucky bat, hoping to
ruin the slugger's chances of winning the 1932 World Series. When the crime is assigned to the father of the janitor Yankee, the brave boy connects to the quin. The two head to Penn Station to find a pinched bat (Goldberg), whose stricken Southern Belle accent suggests it may be rehearsing for the
production of Magnolia steel. The rest of the story follows the Yankees' growing friendship with bat and ball as they travel to Chicago to bring back Darlene Root, their journey culminating in an opportunity for the Yankees to prove their newfound courage and athletic prowess in the world. Despite his
battered baseball as a life metaphor, every hero has enough charm to cause a spike in sales of sports equipment.-Erin Clements (see now plays for places.) Published: Thursday September 14 2006 2006 heroes of olympus book 5 free download
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